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Chapter 1 : North America Tours | STA Travel
Trekking in the USA (AA Adventure Travellers) [Fabio Penati, Vincenzo Martegani] on theinnatdunvilla.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Describes the leading hiking trails at national parks in Arizona, California, Florida,
Montana, and Utah.

Disaster tourism Disaster tourism is the act of traveling to a disaster area as a matter of curiosity. If not done
because of pure curiosity, it can be cataloged as disaster learning. Ecotourism Ecotourism is now defined as
"responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being of the local people,
and involves interpretation and education". Some extreme forms of this include attempting to make first
contact with tribes that are protected from outside visitors. Extreme tourism Extreme tourism involves travel
to dangerous extreme locations or participation in dangerous events or activities. This form of tourism can
overlap with extreme sport. Jungle tourism Jungle tourism is a rising subcategory of adventure travel defined
by active multifaceted physical means of travel in the jungle regions of the earth. Although similar in many
respects to adventure travel, jungle tourism pertains specifically to the context of region, culture and activity.
According to the Glossary of Tourism Terms, jungle tours have become a major component of green tourism
in tropical destinations and are a relatively recent phenomenon of Western international tourism. Today
overlanding is a form of extended adventure holiday, embarking on a long journey, often in a group. Overland
companies provide a converted truck or a bus plus a tour leader, and the group travels together overland for a
period of weeks or months. Since the s overlanding has been a popular means of travel between destinations
across Africa , Europe , Asia particularly India , the Americas and Australia. The "Hippie trail" of the 60s and
70s saw thousands of young westerners travelling through the Middle East to India and Nepal. Many of the
older traditional routes are still active, along with newer routes like Iceland to South Africa overland and
Central Asian post soviet states. Urban exploration Urban exploration often shortened as urbex or UE is the
examination of the normally unseen or off-limits parts of urban areas or industrial facilities. Urban exploration
is also commonly referred to as infiltration, although some people consider infiltration to be more closely
associated with the exploration of active or inhabited sites. It may also be referred to as "draining" when
exploring drains "urban spelunking", "urban caving", or "building hacking". The nature of this activity
presents various risks, including physical danger and the possibility of arrest, heavy fines, and incarceration.
Many, but not all, of the activities associated with urban exploration could be considered trespassing or other
violations of local or regional laws. Spiritual tourism The Spiritual tourism refers to activities done for
spiritual pursuits like pilgrimage, taking part in Yoga and meditation etc. Spiritual quest has become one of
the major goal among many travelers. The programs like yoga treks, pilgrimages, meditation tours are getting
more popular day by day.
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Chapter 2 : North American Bike Tours, Biking Trips, & Cycling Vacations
Hiking & Trekking Trips. Travel on foot when you really want to learn about a place. Whether you're trekking in Nepal,
through Patagonia or around Europe, hiking brings you close to the land and its people.

What We Offer Unforgettable Hiking Vacations What we offer is specific - unforgettable hiking vacations but our focus is broad in terms of destinations and trip styles. We have a tour that fits nearly anyone who loves
to hike in world-renowned, breathtaking landscapes. For people seeking solitude, wildness and adventure, a
backpacking trip is a sure choice. For people seeking an outdoor experience but with showers and comfortable
amenities, a basecamp trip is an excellent choice. And for guests interested in really living it up while getting
great hikes in, our inn-based trips are wonderful options. Destinations When it comes to U. These trips are
operated by Wildland International, which the founders of Wildland Trekking teamed up with veteran
international guide Seth Quigg to establish. Our Team Extraordinary Guides The quality of your guide is the
single most important factor that creates a truly fantastic experience on any outdoor adventure tour. To ensure
this we seek out career-minded guides, evaluate them on a 7-day guide course, have them shadow senior
guides, and conduct periodic staff trainings. In addition to technical competency and credentials, we also
require excellent people skills. These extraordinary men and women have the ability to turn a great get-away
into an unforgettable, inspiring - and sometimes truly life changing - adventure. Qualifications All guides are
required to have: Wilderness First Responder or EMT medical certifications Extensive experience and proven
competence with backcountry travel and guiding in area of expertise NAU Backcountry Environmental Health
Certification Food Handlers Permit Certifications in Leave No Trace outdoor ethics Support Team Our
support team consists of more than twenty exceptional staff members who fulfill a variety of roles including
helping guests via phone and email, coordinating logistics, screening, preparation coaching, training staff,
managing gear and vehicles, driving shuttles, running non-emergency evacuations, creating schedules and a
lot more! These folks are the behind-the-scenes people who are instrumental in making it all work. Read more
about our mission ; or check out a list of reasons why to chooose Wildland Trekking for your next hiking
adventure! We ran our first official Wildland Trekking backpacking trip in In we partnered with veteran
international guide and outdoor instructor, Seth Quigg, to form a partner company called Wildland
International, the global arm of our operation that runs trips in Peru, Ecuador, Patagonia, Iceland, Nepal, the
Alps, and Kilimanjaro. Wildland Trekking Today Today we accommodate more than 10, guests annually. We
operate hiking and backpacking tours in over 20 parks and wilderness areas in 9 different U. We run a variety
of "trip styles" including tent-based and inn-based hiking tours, backpacking trips, portered trips,
llama-supported treks, and ski and snowshoe tours. And we donate than tens of thousands of dollars annually
to conservation and non-profit efforts worldwide. Vision for the Future Our goals are to continue to reach
more and more people through our hikes, and to introduce them to what for us is an essential part of a life
well-lived: Additionally, our intention is to increase our contributions to conserving wild places.
Chapter 3 : Hiking Tours | Walking Tours | Hiking Trips | Hiking Adventures
Trekking/Hiking Adventure Tours - Over 50 Travel ElderTreks offers adventure trips that are specifically designed for
true hiking enthusiasts. If you are an adventure traveler who wants to see the world while lacing up your hiking boots our
trekking trips may be just what you are looking for.

Chapter 4 : Trekking/Hiking Adventure Tours - Adventure Travel Tours - Over 50 Travel
Walking and Hiking Tours. Our walking and hiking tours will immerse you in the culture and natural beauty of a
destination. From traditional Andean villages to rain forest trails, when you travel with Backroads you connect deeply
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with a region, becoming part of its everyday life, observing details that typical tourists miss and enjoying spontaneous
encounters along the way.

Chapter 5 : â€‹Guided Hiking Tours & Hiking Vacations with O.A.R.S.
Find the perfect Grand Canyon hiking tour, Havasu Falls tour, Yellowstone backpacking trip or Rocky Mountain National
Park trekking adventure! Our tours are all-inclusive with expert guides, exceptional meals, and personalized service.

Chapter 6 : Bike Trips USA | Adventure Vacations US | Bike Hike Tours
Adventure holidays for single travellers. If you are planning to travel across the USA alone our singles travel holidays are
the best way for you to experience North America.

Chapter 7 : North America Tours - Adventure Travel Tours - Over 50 Travel
Trek America Travel Limited is a member of the Travelopia Group of Companies. Registered office: Travelopia, Origin
One, High Street, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1BD. Registered in England & Wales No.

Chapter 8 : Guided Hikes, Hiking Tours & Backpacking Trips | Wildland Trekking
#6 in Best Places to Hike in North America Adventurers who make the trek to Kluane National Park, located in Canada's
Yukon Territory, come expecting unforgettable hikes.

Chapter 9 : About The Wildland Trekking Company
People who love hiking and the outdoors, have a passion for travel and a bucket list of exciting adventure vacations as
long as their arm. You'll experience exceptional hospitality and personal attention to detail with our passionate and
professional guides, dedicated to sharing the best parts of the planet with you: New Zealand, Nepal, Europe.
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